GAY U.S.O. SHOW A BIG HIT! Veterans love Gay's show!

Kimo's Showroom stars

For the Ninth year the Gay community through the Helping Hands Services entertained the hospitalized Veterans at the Fort Miley U.S. Veterans Administration Hospital as well as others who saw it on closed circuit television in the Veterans Administration Medical Centers.

This year, December 16th was a wonderful event for this time the show was entirely professional. Kimo Cochran, owner of Kimo's Showroom at 1351 Polk Street, presented a showcase of talent that is starring at his cabaret Showroom, and the Vets went wild over it. The performers were the greatest ever seen in the past two decades at the Vets Hospital. Dr. Foye, the Medical Center Director said that the show was "excellent and in extremely good taste." Congressman John Burton congratulated the troupe on a job well done in a letter to Helping Hands Services director Rev. Ray Broshears.

The San Francisco Examiner gave the show a large write up and their reporter Phil Bronstein spent the entire two hours of the show there interviewing the patients and watching the performances.

In the Examiner article one patient said that, It is a magnificent show. I wish I could stay," the patient had just had surgery and had to go back to the ward, but the later told us he completed it by watching it on closed circuit television.

The show this year, unlike those in the past, did not distribute gifts due to a boycott of Helping Hands Services events by other gay papers and the Tavern Guild leadership. But it didn't matter for the show was a tremendous affair, and the patients enjoyed themselves which was all that was really mattered.

Joy Michiel, who entertains on Thursday evenings at Kimo's led off the show with some bouncy songs and was the emcee for the evening along with Kimo Cochran. She was followed by the highly talented Mike Amos who accompanies himself on the piano. Then came Jae Ross with dynamic vocals including "The Rose" accompanied by Paul Rogers. Ms. Janie Finoll then charmed the audience with her vocals. Jerry Salazar, appearing for his seventh show performed his acts of magic. Tammy Lynn a bartender at Kimo's was Ms. Santa Claus, and Terry Hutchinson sang the audience wild. Sound by provided by the Hospital and Trondson Sound (Dennis Kounin, Jim and Michael of Seattle. A tremendous happening!
DEATH IN THE CENTRAL TENDERLOIN AREA!

37 year old drag queen "Carol" or Chuckie, was murdered Dec, 15th. The SF Crusader heard of this by a telephone call from Chief Inspector Horace Moore of the SFPD, and this information was confirmed by Chief Inspector John W. Sorg, the department's Gay Liaison Officer.

Chuckie was walking on Ellis near Leavenworth while his male partner Matt was walking and suddenly shot. Bob, Chez's manager, was told that the dead body was in the street and the police were on the scene. The next day, Bob was talking about it with his friend. Bob is one of the gay community who are well known to Chez. They knew Chuckie well and were concerned about his death.

Chuckie was an active member of the gay community and was seen frequently at Chez. He was known for his distinctive appearance and was always dressed in stylish clothes.

In the past, there have been several cases of violence against the gay community in and around Castro St. The most recent was the murder of Kiki, a drag queen, in October of last year. The police are investigating the latest murder as a possible hate crime.

We urge the gay community to be vigilant and to report any suspicious activity to the police. We also encourage the police to increase their presence in the Tenderloin area to prevent further violence.

Sincerely,
John L. Burton
Member of Congress

December 19, 1980

Dear Reverend Broshears,

Please accept this donation towards the cost of printing the Crusader. This paper has come to mean a lot to me and all of us.

I am not a youngster but not an older either. But, the Crusader makes me know that there are people out there in the gay community who care about all people regardless of their age and who will stand up for their beliefs.

I'm here to help you and all the individuals involved in the Gay U.S.O. Show on the occasion of the 9th annual show.

Peace and friendship,
John L. Burton

December 16 '80

V.D.

SF CITY CLINIC, 250 FOURTH STREET
558-3804 or 495-5463

Clinic Hours
Monday & Thursday 9:00 am to 6:00 pm, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday 9:00 am to 4:30 pm

(Closed Holidays)

V.D. TESTING - SF HEALTH CENTER
3850, 17th Street at Noe and Sanchez
558-3990

Open Monday to Thursday 1:00 to 7:30 pm

Reception Hours are for testing only.

San Francisco, California

V.D. CONDOM INFO

Witch-Hunting by U.S. Senator

UNITED STATES SENATE "TERROR" UNIT CREATE REPRESSION...TO MONITOR "SUBVERSIVES!"

Senator J.A. Denton, a self-described moral crusader, is founder of a group called the Coalition for Defense which is monitored by the Senate Intelligence Committee.

Senator Denton, who is a self-described moral crusader, is a strong supporter of that war, and as well, wants the Panama Canal returned to the United States. He said that his primary concerns are inability, personal sex, and of course, the homosexuals in the military.

Senator Denton has made it clear that he considers Bush "soft-on-liberals." And that Bush was "not" his first choice for the President or the Vice-President for permission. He has already held meetings with Justice Department (FDI) officials on gathering information about the NDAA and individuals who the FBI have files on.

Senator Denton told a press conference in Birmingham, that "IF we don't know who the enemies of this country are, then we are not going to be able to deal with these perverts and degenerates." Senator Denton also expressed his desire to be dealt with in the Senate, and he means capital punishment.

Obviously Senator Denton will investigate not just what is considered "subversive elements" but be they real of "operative Republican imaginations," but other groups as gay as well.
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Obviously Senator Denton will investigate not just what is considered "subversive elements" but be they real of "operative Republican imaginations," but other groups as gay as well.

Senator Denton has made it clear that he considers Bush "soft-on-liberals." And that Bush was "not" his first choice for the President or the Vice-President for permission. He has already held meetings with Justice Department (FDI) officials on gathering information about the NDAA and individuals who the FBI have files on.

Senator Denton told a press conference in Birmingham, that "IF we don't know who the enemies of this country are, then we are not going to be able to deal with these perverts and degenerates." Senator Denton also expressed his desire to be dealt with in the Senate, and he means capital punishment.

Obviously Senator Denton will investigate not just what is considered "subversive elements" but be they real of "operative Republican imaginations," but other groups as gay as well.

Senator Denton has made it clear that he considers Bush "soft-on-liberals." And that Bush was "not" his first choice for the President or the Vice-President for permission. He has already held meetings with Justice Department (FDI) officials on gathering information about the NDAA and individuals who the FBI have files on.

We urge the gay community to be vigilant and to report any suspicious activity to the police. We also encourage the police to increase their presence in the Tenderloin area to prevent further violence.

Sincerely,
"ERIC WYLAND"

(Senator J.A. Denton)

December 16 '80

(Senator J.A. Denton)

December 16 '80

(Senator J.A. Denton)

December 16 '80

(Senator J.A. Denton)
FEINSTEIN FINANCED WITH ILLEGAL FUNDS

It has been announced that Mayor Dianne Feinstein received $50,000 in illegal campaign contributions in 1978 and of course, she, doesn’t know “anything” about it. Assistant District Attorney Don Jacobson filed the charge against a window executive, Roger Picelli of Walnut Creek, California. Picelli allegedly had each of his employees pay $1,000 total up to the amount charged, $50,000.

The public is watching this case closely to see if the District Attorney is “free” of any political ties to the controversial Mayor. By disbursing this case to the fullest. This would discourage any future “hanky-panky” by other firms.

**NEW BILL INTRODUCED TO END THE “DAN WHITE TRINKIE DEFENSE”**

Gay people are joining the battle to end the so-called “Trinkie Defense” the “diminished capacity” a plea which allowed Dan White to murder two San Francisco city officials and get away with it. The San Francisco City Recorder has introduced by State Senator Daniel Robert! of Hollywood. Gay are urged to get their letters into the various State Legislators as soon as possible, particularly Senator Milton Marks who does not favor the diminished capacity plea. Assembly Speaker Willie Brown, a criminal lawyer, does not want the diminished capacity plea to end and ever, but a strong lobbying effort by gays can possibly change all this.

After all, if Brown favors such a plea, then must have favored concessions to let Dan White get away with killing George Moscone and Harvey Milk. Brown opposed the bill last semester and weakened the diminished capacity plea. He bolted it up in Committee, voting against it the first time and then abstaining himself the second vote.

**Rallies Against the KKK**

While thousands gathered in Greensboro, North Carolina on December 4th to protest the acquittal of the KKK/Nazis who killed in cold blood five members of socialist groups protesting the Ku Klux Klan actions in blocks in North Carolina, there were only about 300 at San Antonio Park in Oakland at the same time to protest this travesty of justice.

But KKK activity in northern Alameda and Contra Costa Counties is growing while the local law enforcement groups do little or nothing just as they did the Greensboro police and the FBI.

The FBI was not there to prevent the killing of the five members of the socialist groups which were protesting the vicious tactics of the KKK/Nazis in North Carolina. Here in the Bay Area, there are reports that the FBI have infiltrated and have a major voice in the group known as the Spartan League. They had already infiltrated the Socialists Workers Party sometime ago.

In Oakland, the Communications Workers of America (CWA) Local 9415 voted overwhelmingly for a motion to protest the acquittal of the KKK/Nazi assassins.

In San Francisco, the Board of Supervisors have refused to pass a resolution condemning the acts at Greensboro and the acquittal of the murderers and there appears little chance of such an act being passed in the new Board of Supervisors.

GAY CLERK ATTACKED BY PUNKS AFTER WORK

Joseph White who works at a Park Street book store, was jumped by two punks, one believed to be a former White’s love John Tree heard his call for assistance and went to get help. The other person he fired and himself, but that the person was alleged White’s lover as a “nigger.” Racism should never be tolerated.

**10th Annual San Francisco Crusader Scholarship Drive**

Convicted on Telephone Harassment

Robert "Bob" Graham because one of the five people ever convicted in San Francisco of the charge of "telephone harassment," has pleaded guilty and is about to spend a year in jail. "Bob," as the publisher of the over the phone "toll free" line "Bob Graham's Hot Line," was convicted under Section 631 of the Penal Code and Section 282 Graham was convicted under Section 631 of the Penal Code and Section 282 Graham, through telephone "toll free" and "toll" call for misuse and with three young men, ran the command of White and soundly degraded the two pansies.

White said the SF CRUSADER that it was because his basement is a "black person," that led to friction between the person he fired and himself, but that the person was afterwards to work again, but that the person had referred to him as a "nigger." Rasmussen should never be tolerated.

"OK, guys, so much for strangling and decapitating people and hooded members of the KKK from marching on the home of the mayor and in front of Tennessee Governor Lamar Alexander’s home as well..."

The Court of Appeals threw out the 1972 controversy and even orders in the "Washington 10," the North Carolina civil rights workers whose imprisonment brought about an international criticism of American justice. The three panel Federal Judges ruled that there were critical unanswered questions about the credibility of key prosecution witnesses. Ben Cohen, one of those convicted on "perjury," said, "My only regret is that I'm not a Ku Klux Klanner..."

The National Anti-Klan Network (NARK) will hold a conference on January 31-Feb 1 entitled "Counter the Rise of Klan and Racist Violence in the US." Plans call for the conference to be held at Schenley Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania or in the nation’s capital.

The SF Crusader will announce the site of the local conference/region, as soon as it has been chosen.

In Nashville Tennessee police SWAT teams armed with automatic rifles prevented 100 white and hooded members of the KKK from marching behind Nashville’s Christmas Parade. One KKKer was arrested in a scuffle with the police.

The Mayor of Nashville, Richard Fulton, has been a target of the KKK for sometime due to strong stand against them and the Moral Majority.

The Klan later staged demonstrations in front of the home of the mayor and in front of Tennessee Governor Lamar Alexander’s home as well...

**San Francisco Crusader**

**For a Gala Ear’s Eve Celebration**

**HATS • NOISE MAKERS • FAVORS • CHAMPAGNE (at midnite)**

FOR YOUR PATRONAGE THIS YEAR, AND WE HOPE THAT THE BE THE VERY BEST YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED! 1980 HAS BEEN A THANKS TO EACH AND EVERYONE OF YOU, OUR ENDUP FAMILY! SINCERELY, THE STAFF & MANAGEMENT

нд attend our... Hung Over Party January 1st 6 pm - Noon enjoy your special 75 BLOODY MARY and Noon til 125 Draft BEER $25 Hot Dogs
A NEW AGE SAINT
Dorothy Day —
1897-1980

FOUNDER OF CATHOLIC WORKER COMMUNITY MOVEMENT

DOROTHY DAY LEFT HER MARK ON THE WORLD FOR WHICH WE ARE ALL BETTER OFF FOR...INCLUDING GAY PEOPLES!

During her 83 short years on earth, Catholic Worker Dorothy Day, personally touched more lives in a helping manner, than most could ever hope to do. The Catholic Worker of Dorothy Day for two generations, has helped the poor of America through her Catholic Worker movement which is a social philosophy employing the very best of Christianity and socialism.

The Catholic Worker communities were born during the depression years, when Dorothy Day went out with the French philosopher-laborer Peter Maurin on May Day 1933, to challenge the Roman Catholic Church’s social conservatism. Together they launched the monthly newspaper Catholic Worker charging but .10 cents per copy which is still the charge this day. Its current circulation is 98,000, but at its peak in 1936, it was 150,000.

Her Catholic Worker communities were called, “Homes of Hospitality.” The communites offers forthwith housing, free food and used clothing to those who are down and out.

Dorothy Day took the words of Christ Jesus, “Go where you have, and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven, and a multitude of millions of dollars stored up in heaven for you!”

The burial of Dorothy Day was like her life, very simple. Conducted by the priest of the Church of the Nativity in New York that church which is so poor the floor is covered by linden leaves where she worshiped daily.

Attending were Poor-anti-war activist Daniel Berrigan and Tom Morello, organizer Come Out or Die.

There were countless hundreds who passed by the simple pine casket, dipping flowers, reaching out to touch the coffins which held the earthly remains of a woman who has not to be considered a modern day New Age Saint.

She was the most powerful people during her years, and former anarchist activist Abbie Hoffman referred to Dorothy Day as a “banned person” or this Jewish boy is ever going to get to a saint!

What was so powerful about Dorothy Day was not a person, it was a vision. A vision of a changing world, a vision that inspired others to change the world, a vision that inspired others to go and give to the poor as Christ Jesus commanded!

She was a radical and a radicals fighter mother who never performed acts of kindness on the beat of her heart!

If you’ve got someone in your life that’s kinder, it’s cause you’re good
If you’ve got nothing in your cause, you’re good

Only $9.95
Or Two-for $15.95

Get your portable male douche at: Le Salon, 1118 Polk Street, or mail

San Francisco Crusader
385-1001

DEALER INVITATIONS

BOYCOPT COORS

San Francisco Crusader

NEW NEW NEW TESION

INTRODUCES

THE PORTABLE

MALE DOUCHE

Only $9.95
Or Two-for $15.95

San Francisco Crusader

RUN ADVERTISE
WITH US
before our prices

$9.95
$15.95

5000

THE GAY CATHOLIC WORKERS

The Catholic Worker movement touched the lives of many in the gay community in San Francisco many times in the past.

At one time, there was a gay Catholic Worker commune that was founded by Father Robert Richards Tato. Bob tried his very best to make it work, but also for gay, he was unsuccessful and he tried to "play" eventually destroyed his work and love career. But during the operation of this commune, it was a time when there were many hundreds of young gay men and women who needed a place to gather and support each other to find strength to overcome their problems of rejection and loneliness.

Perhaps, Father Bob Richards and the Emmaus House were just a wee bit ahead of their appointed time, rev. ray broshears
CABARET:

KIMO'S SHOWSTOPPERS
A visit any Wednesday evening to the Showroom of Kimo's, 1351 Polk Street, will bring you face to face with singer Jae Ross. He has an extraordinary voice. In some ways he reminds us of a young Frank Sinatra, as he is as slender as Frank was in those early days, and his voice range is better than Sinatra's. Jae has an extraordinary voice. In some ways he reminds us of a young Frank Sinatra, as he is as slender as Frank was in those early days, and his voice range is better than Sinatra's. Jae has an extensive repertoire, and he is as good as or better than Sinatra. On Fridays and Saturdays he has an interesting song stylist by the name of Terry Hutchinson. Terry is a hunky dude for real, and he has a voice to back it up, simply beautiful. Terry reminds one of Bill of the Righteous Bros., singing team, he has that deep range, with a bit of soul in his voice. In fact, he could be called a "pop" stylist. The Showroom is packed to the limits on the two nights he's on, so you had best get there about an hour early if you want to get a seat, and I'm not joking on that one bit.

Mike Amos, singer and pianist, is a real entertainer. He has a comedy routine which keeps the audience laughing, and he bounces as she sings. Joy is a joy to see and to hear as well.

***

CABARET:

FLUSHROOM

(Sticks up to the elevens fired employees is still underway, and we would all like to honor this picket line by not crossing it.)

***

ROCK 'N ROLL:

LE DISQUE

This popular rock palace is featuring "Kid Courage" on Friday December 26th at 9 pm. This band is making big waves in the new wave set. This popular rock palace is featuring "Kid Courage" on Friday December 26th at 9 pm. This band is making big waves in the new wave set.

THEATRE:

THEATER RHINOCEROS

PRODUCTION OF NOEL GREGG PLAYS NOT TOO HOT!

"DEAR LOVE OF COMRADES" now at the gay Theatre Rhinoceros, isn't as bad as some others. It is a disappointment, but it's not as good as others they have done. The best part of the play has to be the actor Daniel Osman who plays George Mereel as the lover of Edward Carpenter, a very highly thought of poet of the Victorian era of England, is excellent. That in a way is too bad for he makes some of the other actions worse than they really are. To try and "musical" in this small space is very un'intelligent in the first place. But the "collective" that is the gay theatre troupe obviously felt they had the experience to do it with. Closing a political play to do is difficult at best, but when you try to provide music and a Christmas song to it, you are headed for empty seats to fill up any more.

Edward Carpenter was not an Oscar Wilde, as much as some gay historians have tried to make it so appear. Carpenter flirted with socialism and labour movement politics in Victorian England, but just didn't have the abilities of an Oscar Wilde regardless of how much some would like him to have been so, and that I have been one of the reasons that the play just didn't have any real depth to it. A better director than Martin Worman could have handled this crew for it to even be a tepid production. Perhaps next time around the director could hire a better cast can bring off a good production.

***

AUDITIONS

Auditions for revival of successful gay play. Roles for 5 men, ages 20 to 40. Pay! Some nudity required. 11:33 Mission Street, Saturday, January 3rd, 10 am to 1 pm, and 2-5 pm. Call this number for further information: 928-5598.

THEATER:

"WE'RE IN THE MONEY"

This excellent musical singing praises of the Great Depression opens at the Chi Chi Theater Club on January 8th fresh from a successful run in Palo Alto and Berkeley. A Cabaret De Lys Production, you won't get your money's worth. Call RSVP for opening night at 392-6213. They do make it difficult to review, even when they were in Berkeley but this only shows that when a production is a hit, they don't care about the little papers. But Cabaret De Lys may regret their coldness towards weekly's. Others have when they found their theatre empty!
WORLD PREMIERE

AL PARKER is WANTED

LIVE PERFORMANCES DAILY!
Screening Room Theatre
220 JONES STREET • 673-3384
OPEN DAILY 10 A.M. • LATE SHOW FRI. & SAT.
3 HUGE FLOORS FOR YOUR TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT!

THE SAN FRANCISCO FOG
Member, MISL (Major Indoor Soccer League)

INQUIRY:
"WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT...ALFIES?"

Peter Struve is not feeling well but will be back soon.

The club had not changed physically that much from the day it opened, so that meant that the four owners were making much bread on the place.

They were able to deal with personnel and the customers in a diplomatic manner, and kept the place packed to the rafters.

The operation of the club had been in the hands of Dennis "Tish" Hale and Manuel Soares, and these two men made the place really go, that was obvious.

While some discos have died away or changed to totally new formats, Alfies hasn't, but not totally. Changes, bit changes, and bigger changes were wanting.

The owners were making much bread on the place. Many fans feel that the name Sears being on San Francisco baseball name for over fifty years, will make the team seem more "San Francisco." The Giants is a name that belongs in New York/Jersey.

You can call her at 552-7103.

The Gay Softball League has elected a new boss manager Frank Robinson as manager. But the big problem remains, Spec Richardson, the "GM." The Gay Softball League has elected a new boss manager Frank Robinson as manager. But the big problem remains, Spec Richardson, the "GM.

Obviously most agreed, that the maturity of too many gays is so retarded, that sexual quests are

Sports Spot

The FOG, newest pro team in San Francisco's vast sports panorama, is lighting up interest in the hearts of many Bay Area sports fans. Indoor soccer is far more exciting than outdoor soccer and is quite possibly that is the reason that San Franciscans are taking to the FOG. FOG general manager, Dick Berg has assured the gay community that they will sponsor and support the FOG more than welcome.

The next home games of the FOG are on the 2nd December. Friday and they will be playing the Hartford Hellions. Then a road trip to Wichita and St. Louis and back home to play the Baltimore Blast on Saturday January 3rd at 7:30 pm at the Cow Palace. The Wichita Wings will be in town on January 23rd a Friday for a 7:30 game.

MISL is exciting, and the gay community is beginning to catch on to it in a big way. Try it, you WILL like it very much.

A group of gays are hoping to organize a "gay night" at the SF FOG soccer game sometime in February. Sounds like a project that Irene ought to get hot with.

There is a serious drive to try and get Bob Lurie to re-name the Giants the Seals. Many fans feel that the name Seals being on San Francisco baseball name for over fifty years, will make the team seem more "San Francisco." The Giants is a name that belongs in New York/Jersey.

Drugging population that the Giants will name as manager Frank Robinson as manager. But the big problem remains, Spec Richardson, the "GM." The Gay Softball League has elected a new boss manager Frank Robinson as manager. But the big problem remains, Spec Richardson, the "GM.

A group of "Gay Hot Stoves" were setting a round discussing what it would take to get gays out of the sex clubs and bars and into the ball parks (A's and Giants) as well as to attending the games of the FOG and the Warriors.

Obviously most agreed, that the maturity of too many gays is so retarded, that sexual quests are more important to them than a healthy mind and body. But the Gay Hot Stove Club may conduct a campaign on this later on.

If you are interested drop us at line in care of the SF Crusader.
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Merry Christmas to one and all...and I do mean ALL!
Hank Cheeke, Les/Stapletons, Big Joe Parker, Pat & Hubb, kie Gomez, Bruce & Brett, Clif New Man and Charlie Tuna
Same & Doris, Denny Kirtley, Bill Harris, Henry Soares, Elmer Wilhelm, Gerry Parker, Joe White, Manuel Soares, Mother Kounin John the Mad Russian, Ben of CB. Skio & Co., Al Browu & Son, Randy Johnson, the J&D gang,
SUNDAY NO HOUSE ROUNDS
December 28
ONE DRINK AT A TIME
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Felix, Michael Pervert, Don Black, Melvina, Bill White, Eddie Van, Jim & Elisa, John & Kosmic Stew, Roland & Freid, and on and on and on and on and on and on and on and on!...
RICK HOLBROOK, 22 year old escapist from San Diego, has been last seen looking for a shoe. He weights 220 lbs., is 6' 0" tall and has wavy hair. If you see him, please turn him in. Rick is one of the leading '79. Old York Book Store, San Polo Street.

CRAG of Kim's and JUST FRIENDS will be celebrating the birthday of its newest member, who is manager of the excellent club and a great barman. He has just come over from New York to take the job. His name is Raymond T. Dinsburger.

LITTLE Man (TOM) who stands but
WELL Drinks (except tall and juices) 50 cents

FOR 1980 called THE COLLECTORS! Sounds a lot like Frank too once a porn film star of a Hand In Hand production.
FRANK ROSS the manager of the Screening Room was once a porn film star of a Club called THE COLLECTORS. Stand also like Frank too.

Little Man (TOM) who stands but
WELL Drinks (except tall and juices) 50 cents
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BILLY M. (need to be a taking a
Michael Pavrett, is always hitting from
the camera. Why me talk to "?

LET US BECOME THIS #108...and with a man
Merry Christmas to one and all...and I didn't all.
Special thanks to the New Year to: R.J. Baccas, John
Welles, Gary Parker, Joe White, Manuel Leone, Joe
Four (formerly Witch Witch Witch Witch), John, the Fangs,
...to, Al Brown & Son, Randy Johnson, the AIP gang,
Al Nahin, Vince also, we're the only one. In the
...to, Ben Caroll, David Calaphy, Tuesday Lynn, Marc
Trent, Pooh, Cleo, Rachael, Katie, Penny, Rod & Polly,
and many others. Hallie,,& Patty. Mu & Sherry, Ann,
George & Jane Bande, Charlotte Coleman, Alan Ferguson
and George Thomas, Bob Barck & others. "Hey, when
...to, Mr. Manzella, John McLean, Tom Lovett Souza,
Douglas Dean March, John the Mad Russian, Ben of CB.
Skiio & the cameras. Why my tall boy? »

Some Drinks (except tall and juices) 50 cents
Glass of Beer 10 cents

Ty Turner, Al Hanken, Joe
Eddie Van, Jim & Elisa, John & Kosmic Stew, Roland &
Felix, Michael Pervert, Don Black, Melvina, Bill White,
RICK HOLBROOK. 22 year old Scorpio from San Diego is one

HAPPY TONGUE AWARDS

THE TONGUE AWARDS FOR 1984

True or False? Does the "Bearded Dyke Digger" from

DON JOHNSON the terrible homosexual from Tendaline for years

sixth street is moving north

You have ever eaten a "Hamburger en Croûte?" Well,
...you are a real love!!!

MISS ALLAN Lloyd!!

COORS BEER, the Beer of Fascist and Jerry Falwell!!!!!!

...love it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Oh yes, a rumor is circulating that the BARF of BOB Ross is the Mockingbird. Mr. Ross is to be seen by 14 San Francisco "Gay Nazis"! We think that this is a true story. If we should hear any more, we will report it to the proper authorities. Mr. Ross is well known for his kindness and generosity. He certainly is NOT cheap, and as the BARF has not sent any reviews of his work, we are not sure if he will accept or refuse. He certainly has not been silent about his opinion of the Gay Nazis. We hope that he will continue to speak out against this group.

Mike Ross, part time daytime bar manager at the SOI's, is now at the LE DISQUE, where the MEN of the Haight hangout. He also manages the DRUMMERMASTER, which is a popular gay bar. He is known for his hospitality and his love of music. He is a big supporter of the local music scene and is always looking for new talent. He is a great friend to many of the local musicians and is always willing to help them out. He is a great addition to the San Francisco gay community and is a great loss to the Eric Ross publication! And furthermore, Kimo even all="#" the BARF into his bar, so why not the Crusader which is a popular gay bar in the area!?! He is a great friend to many of the local musicians and is always willing to help them out. He is a great addition to the San Francisco gay community and is a great loss to the Eric Ross publication!

We have heard that the LE DISQUE will have a New Year's Eve party on December 31st. We are not sure if this is true, but we are sure that it will be a great party. The LE DISQUE is a popular gay bar and is always filled with people. We are sure that it will be a great place to celebrate the New Year. We hope that we can be there to celebrate with you.

The CASA LOMA HOTEL has reopened so the New Year's Eve party will be as big a success as the last one. We are sure that it will be a great party. We are sure that it will be a great place to celebrate the New Year. We hope that we can be there to celebrate with you.

The HELPING HANDS SERVICES Christmas Party and Dinner will be held on December 25th. We are sure that it will be a great party. We are sure that it will be a great place to celebrate the Christmas holiday. We hope that we can be there to celebrate with you.
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Ronnie Milsap (at your left) is recovering from surgery on his eye, or rather behind it. Milsap, blind from birth, had a retinal blockage and doctors had to remove the eye to save his life. Also, patients have turned to his music to ease their pain. He is in excellent condition and will be home with his family for Christmas. Milsap, one of the greatest soul singers in the nation, has been blind from birth and has jokes about his blindness, and has never allowed this visual handicap to affect his dreams or his reality. Milsap, once a "hello goody" has never been luckier about it or considered it a handicap. He talks of all blind and tried to ask them if they had ever seen him in the mirror at the courses...."You have to push harder." Ronnie makes jokes about watching heiress television, and telling people that you have to do it to see them. He is a tremendous person, who is in real down-up, and certainly a great entertainer. He is a great friend to many of the local musicians and is always willing to help them out. He is a great addition to the San Francisco gay community and is a great loss to the Eric Ross publication!

We have heard that the HELPING HANDS SERVICES Christmas Party and Dinner will be held on December 25th. We are sure that it will be a great party. We are sure that it will be a great place to celebrate the Christmas holiday. We hope that we can be there to celebrate with you.
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Begins Jan 1
Hand In Hand Film's
"PRIVATE COLLECTION"

The GAGE Men Are Back!
...and This Time
They're Out to WRECK You